Blue sea 5035

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you've entered a valid question. You can edit your question or
post anyway. Please enter a question. Cover provides electrical insulation with easy to open
push button latch providing access to fuses, spare fuses. Their robust design makes them ideal
for marine and vehicle DC electrical systems. All buses and fuse clips are tin plated copper for
corrosion resistance and optimal electrical conductivity. All ST Blade fuse blocks utilize a
specialized fuse clip that is designed to hold fuses in place in the harshest conditions. All
fasteners are stainless steel. Screws contain a captive star lock washer for a faster more secure
installation. Studs utilize flange nuts for a simpler and safer installation. Fuses sold separately.
Common Source: Single feed wire supplies power to all circuits in the fuse block. Ignition
Protection: Allows for use in a gasoline engine compartment. Battery Terminal Mount: Fuse
block can be mounted directly on the battery terminal stud. Skip to main content. Loading
recommendations for you. Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in your Cart. View
Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have any recommendations at this time. Fastest delivery:
Feb 26 - In Stock. Add to Cart. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Add gift options. Brand: Blue
Sea Systems. Secure transaction. Returns Policy. Amazon Delivered. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Frequently bought together. Add all three to
Cart. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. FREE Shipping.
Sold by Ampper Direct and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Product Dimensions 4. Would you
like to tell us about a lower price? More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Blue Sea Systems Terminal Fuses. Next page. Customers who viewed this item
also viewed. Register a free business account. Exclusive access to cleaning, safety, and health
supplies. Create a free business account to purchase. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. From the manufacturer.
Independent Source: Each circuit contains an individual feed wire. Split Bus: Allows two
isolated groups of 6 circuits each. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?
See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from Canada. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Well built, easy to connect and seems durable. The
only thing I could suggest would be to include a third jumper for maximum flexibility. Great
quality not chinese crap. Excellent quality. Highly recommend. Images in this review. Very high
quality, allows for a very neat installation of circuits. The option for switched circuits is a great
feature. The cover and ability to label circuits adds value. Product was exactly as described,
very well built. Nothing to complain about. Very solid. Seems like good quality and exactly as
described. Came with one fuse, which seemed odd though. See all reviews. Top reviews from
other countries. This fuse block's quality is very good, the plastic feels heavy and solid, and the
latch is intelligently designed to reduce stress so I expect it to last a long time. Since I was
looking for this information myself but could not find it here, I will list this information: - The
size of the screw terminals is 8 M4 - The fuse block comes with 2 jumpers so one wire can
power multiple circuits Blue Sea sells additional under PN - The screw terminals come with their
own lock washers - An additional screw with lock washer is included in the cover, as well as a
15A ATC marine fuse. Though this is rated for 30 A per terminal, it is not suitable for long duty
cycle 20 amp loads per circuit. I do not recommend using this to fuse the battery charger wires
to your different banks if your charger has the ability to push 20 amps. There is too much
resistance in this design it will melt during extended 20 amp charge cycles even though it is
rated for 30 there fore Use a maxi holder like the instead. Report abuse. Nice toy to have. Well
sealed for Marine applications and of course great any where else. Paired it up with a 6 toggle
switch from Marine Electric which is also a great buy. Put it into a transit trailer in a custom
modification as there was just tow vehicle electric service. I wanted shore service to work the
charger and an internal battery to work the internal electric lights and any extras I want to put in
much like a RV electric set up. Tow vehicle just can not really do a charge for a large battery
that way and it is best for the battery to stand alone from each other any way. One person found
this helpful. I bought this to provide fuse protection that I have for many solar power to battery
loads. I have an 8 gauge coming off on of my Blue Sea DC switches and have jumpers on entire
side as a bus bar and then fuse each load to what I think it should pull plus a percentage for
surge. This unit is not as big as I thought it would be and I had to do a little trimming for the 8 to
fit. Has been working great and keeps my power center looking professional. This goes in using
the original bolt holes but at a slight angle. No problem and now my vintage '71 FJ40 has a safe
up to date fuse panel. I recommend replacing the old original fuse panel with this brand. I think

it's actually a marine product but that makes it all the better for us real 4 wheelers that incur a
variety of trail conditions. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Warehouse Deals Open-Box Discounts. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip
to main content of 82 results for "blue sea ". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Price
and other details may vary based on size and color. Amazon's Choice for blue sea Get it as
soon as Thu, Feb Only 20 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Blue Sea Systems Terminal
Fuses. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 7 left in stock more on
the way. Only 5 left in stock more on the way. Blue Sea Systems CableClam. Get it as soon as
Tue, Mar 2. Only 19 left in stock more on the way. Need help? Visit the help section or contact
us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Their robust design makes them ideal
for marine and vehicle DC electrical systems. All buses and fuse clips are tin plated copper for
corrosion resistance and optimal electrical conductivity. All ST Blade fuse blocks utilize a
specialized fuse clip that is designed to hold fuses in place in the harshest conditions. All
fasteners are stainless steel. Screws contain a captive star lock washer for a faster more secure
installation. Studs utilize flange nuts for a simpler and safer installation. Fuses sold separately.
Common Source: Single feed wire supplies power to all circuits in the fuse block. Ignition
Protection: Allows for use in a gasoline engine compartment. Battery Terminal Mount: Fuse
block can be mounted directly on the battery terminal stud. Skip to main content. You can
return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more
about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the
return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 10 hrs and 1 min Details. In
Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy
returns. Brand: Blue Sea Systems. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together.
Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than the other. Show
details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to explore.
Blue Sea Systems Terminal Fuses. Register a free business account. Have a question? There
was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. From the
manufacturer. Independent Source: Each circuit contains an individual feed wire. Split Bus:
Allows two isolated groups of 6 circuits each. See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. I purchased this to mount in my camper shell as a power distribution
block for accessories. I camp in the back of a pickup sometimes and needed a way to connect
the lights, fan and chargers in the back. I ran a large gauge power and ground circuit from an
auxillary battery in the front of the truck inside the bed of the truck. The power circuit then
connects to this block and from there I can fuse each accessory separately. I like the plastic
cover to keep from shorting anything out across the terminals. It seems the auto parts stores
never carry products of this caliber. Seemed expensive at first I guess you get what you pay for.
Plastic had a very dense high quality feel with a flange nut on the input terminal. Flange nuts
seem to secure better than conventional nuts. Cover is also dense plastic and snapped on
tightly. I was able to neatly hide it under the dash with 8 screws not included. Overall appears to

be very well made and only product I would trust to ptotect expenssive automotive electronics
from an accidental short. Not a huge money issue but that didn't matter to Blue Sea. I was
installing this small fuse block into an existing electrical system. Cover blew over the side.
Called to see if I could buy a replacement cover and spoke with a super nice guy named Kevin.
He shipped one out for free - no BS, no time wasting. I was on the phone with Blue Sea for
exactly 4 minutes and 23 seconds. I never use any other electrical components on boats but
this is the first time I've had to call customer service for help. Their people are as good as their
gear. Thx Kevin and Blue Sea. I have use several brands of fuse blocks for various projects and
Blue Sea is top shelf quality. This 4 fuse block is used to power a couple led bar lights on my
silverado with some room for expansion. I really like how the cover extends over all the
terminals unlike some less expensive items. The pic shows where I put the fuse block with
reguards to the relay. I purchased everything on Amazon for the installation of the light bars I
will use Blue Sea products on all future projects Images in this review. Some products merit a
positive review, this 4 circuit fuse block from blue sea is one of those products. I installed this
mini fuse panel in a nova to add a few accessories. The small footprint and the thick heavy gage
plastic fit the bill. This fuse block although small in size is heavy duty. I have tried and literally
threw away the cheap chinese knock offs , don't waste your time or money A fuse panel is a
safety item to prevent heat or something even more catastrophic. I highly recommend this blue
sea product. I wired this directly onto the battery of my motorcycle to power my extras, like the
GPS power, phone charger, alarm system, and high-powered horn. This thing is built very well,
and is a little larger than I expected but it's still plenty small enough to fit under the seat. A little
on the expensive side, but worth it. It comes with some label stickers to apply over the fuses
just in case you forget which fuse is for which circuit. One person found this helpful. Fits and
works perfect for my application, I used it to run power to 3 relays for my axillary lights on my
truck, instead of using 3 ring terminals stacked on top or eacher at the batter I ran 1 power wire
over to the fuse block and branched my power wires from there, it makes the wiring come out a
lot cleaner, I attached it to the top of an existing fuse panel and I can still open and move the
panel without issue, its in the right upper area of my engine bay as you can see in the photo. By
Amazon Customer on September 18, I purchased this to facilitate expansion of the electrical
system And the concept is good, but its not to be. Also need a compact ground for motorcycle.
See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I used this fuse block to power a few 12V
lighting circuits in my off-grid cabin. The rest of my system is 24V on a larger Blue Sea fuse
block. Both have solid connections and good covers. Solid 14 or 12 AWG wire fits directly under
the screws with a half loop. Spade connectors would work for stranded conductors. Report
abuse. Works as advertised. Great device for cleaning up wiring circuits not only in marine, but
also automotive projects. Simple fuse box that is solid and easy to install. I'm sure it will last for
long time. Excellent product! Featured items you may like. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: boating fishing , electrical wire supply , Best Rated in Boat Electrical
Equipment , fishing boats supplies , sporting goods for fishing , Best ground wires for amp.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands
of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. See more product details. Skip to
main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 10 hrs
and 1 min Details. Only 20 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Add a
gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: Blue Sea Systems. About this item This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and
sold by different sellers. Show details. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Ships
from and sold by Consumers Outlet. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Register a free
business account. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the

item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I just installed it yesterday to replace and old 6
circuit block that used glass fuses corroded by 10 years of exposure to saltwater environment
on a boat. Looks well made and the 6 individual circuits can be configured for 1 to 6 feeds. It
comes with 2 jumper clips, so plan your circuits ahead of time and order the PN at the same
time if you need more. Directions are very clear. For the price I expected it to at least come with
fuses but nope. In the end though it really cleaned up my system and added some convenient
safety too. One person found this helpful. I have switches and fuses for everything and I wanted
independent circuit protection for this part of my 85 M aka K5 Blazer set up. This Blue Sea
product fit the bill perfectly. I have a powered 6 switch box with 2 independent 40 amp circuits 3
switches on each main fuse. I used the fuse block to protect each circuit going out to the
individual 12v loads. So, 12v power out of the switch when turned on, through the fuse block to
load and finally to ground. This way I can select the fuse size I want for each switch. I have
various loads off the powered 6 switch box ranging from 5 amp to 20 and each circuit is
individually protected through this fuse block rather than relying solely on the 40 amp main fuse
on the switch box. If I somehow blow a fuse on a single circuit, I don't take out the main 40 amp
fuse. This does not have a bus bar connection. Meaning, you don't distribute power through a
single 12v lead coming into this block. Each fuse circuit needs to have power to it or be
switched to ground. It's an extension of the wire with a fuse in between supply and load making
a neat package ra
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ther than using a bunch of inline fuses. Hope this helps! See all reviews. Customers who
bought this item also bought. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
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